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[1] Nonmethane hydrocarbon (NMHC) concentration ratios provide useful indicators of
tropospheric oxidation and transport processes. However, the influences of both
photochemical and mixing processes are inextricably linked in the evolution of these
ratios. We present a model for investigating these influences by combining the transport
treatment of the Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART with an ultrasimple
(i.e., constant OH concentration) chemical treatment. Required model input includes
NMHC emission ratios, but not ad hoc assumed background NMHC concentrations. The
model results give NMHC relationships that can be directly compared, in a statistical
manner, with measurements. The measured concentration ratios of the longest-lived
alkanes show strong deviations from purely kinetic behavior, which the model nicely
reproduces. In contrast, some measured aromatic ratio relationships show even stronger
deviations that are not well reproduced by the model for reasons that are not understood.
The model-measurement comparisons indicate that the interaction of mixing and
photochemical processing prevent a simple interpretation of ‘‘photochemical age,’’ but
that the average age of any particular NMHC can be well defined and can be approximated
by a properly chosen and interpreted NMHC ratio. In summary, the relationships of
NMHC concentration ratios not only yield useful measures of photochemical processing
in the troposphere, but also provide useful test of the treatment of mixing and chemical
processing in chemical transport models.
Citation: Parrish, D. D., A. Stohl, C. Forster, E. L. Atlas, D. R. Blake, P. D. Goldan, W. C. Kuster, and J. A. de Gouw (2007), Effects
of mixing on evolution of hydrocarbon ratios in the troposphere, J. Geophys. Res., 112, D10S34, doi:10.1029/2006JD007583.
1. Introduction
[2] Nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) are ubiquitous
trace species of the troposphere that provide useful indica-
tors of atmospheric oxidation and transport processes. Both
anthropogenic and natural sources emit NMHC. These
sources are widely dispersed, primarily at the surface over
continents. In situ oxidation processes, predominately those
initiated by the hydroxyl radical (OH), convert the emitted
NMHC to a variety of partially oxidized organic species,
and ultimately to carbon dioxide and water. Figure 1 shows
the rates of the initial oxidation by OH for some of the more
common and less reactive NMHC. Since these reaction rates
span several orders of magnitude, as air is transported away
from a source that emitted NMHC into a particular air
parcel, the NMHC are removed at different rates, and the
concentration pattern of the NMHC changes. This concen-
tration pattern change can, therefore, provide an indicator
for the degree of photochemical processing or aging that has
occurred in a sampled air parcel.
[3] No air parcel is ever transported and photochemically
aged in isolation; atmospheric transport is always accom-
panied by dispersion and mixing, which also affect the
NMHC concentration pattern. Many studies have utilized
measured NMHC concentration patterns as indicators of
photochemical processing. These studies have found that
concentration ratios of NMHC with different rates of
removal are particularly useful, because the ratios are less
sensitive to dilution and mixing of air masses than are the
absolute concentrations themselves. These studies have
either neglected [Calvert, 1976; Roberts et al., 1984,
1985; Rudolph and Johnen, 1990]; or through a variety of
strategies approximately accounted [Parrish et al., 1992;
McKeen and Liu, 1993; McKenna et al., 1995; McKeen et
al., 1996; Ehhalt et al., 1998] for the confounding effects
that mixing and dispersion have even on the concentration
ratios.
[4] The NMHC measurements and model calculations
from three recent field studies provide an opportunity to
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more quantitatively investigate the effects of mixing on
evolution of hydrocarbon ratios in the troposphere. The
International Consortium for Atmospheric Research on
Transport and Transformation (ICARTT) study [Fehsenfeld
et al., 2006] was conducted in the summer of 2004 over
eastern North America and the western North Atlantic and
the Intercontinental Transport and Chemical Transformation
(ITCT 2K2) study [Parrish et al., 2004a] was conducted in
2002 over western North America and the eastern North
Pacific in the spring of 2002. Both studies measured NMHC
concentrations from several different platforms and ground
sites. For these two studies the FLEXPART [Stohl et al.,
2005] Lagrangian particle dispersion model treated the
anthropogenic CO emissions injected into the measured
air masses and characterized the transport and dispersion
of those air masses. The NEAQS 2002 study was conducted
in the summer of 2002 in the Gulf of Maine off the
northeast North American coast, and included shipboard
NMHC measurements; FLEXPART calculations are not
available for this study.
[5] This paper uses these NMHC measurements and
FLEXPART calculations for two purposes. First the FLEX-
PART treatment of CO emissions is approximately adapted to
NMHC emissions to examine the effect of dispersion and
mixing on the NMHC ratios. The goal here is to determine
how well model calculations can reproduce the relationships
found between measured NMHC ratios. Second, the FLEX-
PART based results are examined to determine the utility of
NMHC ratios as photochemical clocks. Eight different
NMHC ratios that are sensitive to the timescales of regional
(0.3–4 days) and intercontinental (4–30 days) transport
are considered. These NMHC ratios are formed from the
NMHC listed in Table 1. Section 2 discusses the measure-
ments and their analysis; section 3 develops the method for
using the FLEXPART results to analyze the interaction of
mixing and aging during transport; section 4 compares the
FLEXPART analysis to the measurements; and section 5
discusses the results. An important conclusion is that NMHC
ratios are useful not only as photochemical clocks to follow
photochemical processing but also their interrelationships
provide useful diagnostics of the treatment of mixing and
photochemical aging in chemical transport models.
2. Data Sets and Analysis Methods
[6] Three different research groups collected the NMHC
data included in this paper. The NOAA WP-3D aircraft
collected canisters during ITCT 2K2 and ICARTT; these
canisters were returned to the laboratory for analysis
[Schauffler et al., 1999, 2003]. The NASA DC-8 aircraft
also collected canisters during ICARTT, which were ana-
lyzed at a different laboratory [Blake et al., 2003]. During
NEAQS 2002 and 2004 NMHC were measured by an
online, automated GC-MS instrument [Goldan et al.,
2004] that was deployed on the NOAA Research Vessel
Ronald H. Brown, which cruised along the U.S. east coast
Figure 1. Rate constants and corresponding atmospheric lifetimes for some NMHC. Carbon monoxide
is included for comparison. The approximate timescales for regional and intercontinental transport are
indicated. NMHC rate constant data are from Atkinson and Arey [2003]. The lifetimes correspond to
[OH] = 1  106 molecules cm3. (Figure closely follows that of Parrish et al. [1998].)
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and concentrated in the Gulf of Maine [Warneke et al.,
2004]. All of the analysis systems were calibrated using
numerous gas standards.
[7] The accuracy and precision of NMHCmeasurements in
field studies are not well defined, since no formal intercom-
parison of ambient measurements in nonurban environments
has been reported. Nominal reported accuracies and precisions
are, e.g., ±5% and the larger of ±1% or 2 pptv, respectively, for
the PEM West B study [Hoell et al., 1997]. During ICARTT
three intercomparison flights were conducted between the
NOAAWP-3D and the NASA DC-8 aircraft. The results of
these comparisons suggest a nominal overall uncertainty of
5% + 1 pptv is a reasonable estimate. In the analysis that
follows, this value is taken as the 1-sigma confidence limit for
each NMHC measurement. This confidence limit is included
in error propagation treatments for weighting linear, least
squares fits, and used to assign confidence limits to derived
parameters. This same confidence limit is assigned both to the
NMHC measurements and to the NMHC levels derived from
the FLEXPART calculations.
[8] Lower limits are applied to both the measured and the
FLEXPART derived NMHC levels. The DC-8 data set does
not report measurements below 3 pptv. In the other two
aircraft data sets and the ship data set reported NMHC
measurements below 1 pptv are not considered. The same
lower limits are applied to the NMHC levels derived from
FLEXPART for the respective data sets. These limits
minimize the scatter in the measured NMHC ratios that
result when the ambient concentrations approach the instru-
mental detection limits and ensure that the measured and
modeled NMHC ratios are appropriately compared.
[9] The following analysis relies on linear, least squares
regressions between the natural logarithms of NMHC ratios.
Aweighted regression that allows for uncertainties in both the
x and y variables [Neri et al., 1989; Press et al., 1992] is
utilized. The weighting for each variable is taken as 1/s2
where s is the estimated uncertainty in each variable prop-
agated from the 1-sigma confidence limits discussed above.
3. Mixing and Aging Treatment
3.1. Aging in an Isolated Air Parcel
[10] Consideration of the evolution of NMHC concen-
trations in an air parcel isolated from the effects of emis-
sions and mixing, suggests that measured NMHC ratios
should provide useful indicators (i.e., ‘‘photochemical
clocks’’) of the degree of photochemical processing in a
sampled air parcel. The mathematical treatment below is
equivalent to those presented by others [e.g., Roberts et al.,
1984; Rudolph and Johnen, 1990], but is included here in
explicit detail for clarity. The concentration of a particular
NMHC, [A], at the time of measurement, tM, can be
expressed from simple chemical kinetic theory;
ln A½  ¼ ln A½ 0 
ZtM
t¼tE
kA OH½ dt; ð1Þ
where [A]0 is the NMHC concentration at the initial
emission time, tE, and kA is the rate constant for reaction
with OH. Equation (1) suggests the physical meaning and
an operational definition of what will be called photo-
chemical age, ta:
tah OH½ i ¼
ZtM
t¼tE
OH½ dt ¼  1hkAi ln
A½ 
A½ 0
 
: ð2Þ
[11] Equation (2) indicates that the photochemical age is
directly proportional to the time integral of the [OH] in the
air parcel between emission and measurement, and that it
can be calculated from the ratio of the NMHC concentration
at emission to that measured later.h[OH]i represents the
constant, average OH concentration between tE and tM, and
acts as a proportionality constant in equation (2) to give
units of time to ta. In equation (2) hkai represents an [OH]-
weighted, average rate constant, which is generally a
function of the temperature that can vary during the time
interval. Simultaneous consideration of two NMHC in an
isolated air parcel removes the necessity of knowing the
absolute magnitude of the NMHC concentration at the
initial emission time. Equation (2) becomes
tah OH½ i ¼
ZtM
t¼tE
OH½ dt ¼  1hkA  kBi ln
A½ 
B½ 
 
 ln A½ 0
B½ 0
  
;
ð3Þ
where [A]0/[B]0 is the emission ratio of the two NMHC.
Measurement of any two NMHC concentrations will thus
provide an estimate of ta if their emission ratio is known and
an estimate of h[OH]i is available.
[12] Comparison of estimates of ta from two different
NMHC ratios provides a test of the quantitative utility of
such ta estimates. Applying equation (3) to two different
ratios yields
ln
A½ 
C½ 
 
¼ hkA  kCihkB  kCi ln
B½ 
C½ 
 
þ b; ð4Þ
where b is a function of the two emission ratios and the
three rate constants. Equation (4) indicates that if a data set
of NMHC measurements is collected in isolated air parcels,
then the natural logs of the two ratios should define a linear
Table 1. Kinetic and Emission Ratio Data for Nonmethane
Hydrocarbons (NMHCs)
NMHC
OH Rate Constant,a
1012 cm3 molec1 s1
Molar Emission
Ratiob
Ethane (C2H6) 0.18 1
Propane (C3H8) 0.89 0.63
n-butane (C4H10) 2.05 0.35
i-pentane (C5H12) 3.6 0.554
n-hexane (C4H10) 5.2 0.064
Benzene (C6H6) 1.22 0.077
Toluene (C7H8) 5.63 0.289
o-xylene (C8H10) 13.6 0.049
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (C9H12) 32.5 0.047
aRate constant data from Atkinson and Arey [2003] with T = 273 K for
the alkanes and T = 298 K for the aromatics.
bAlkane emission ratios through n-butane are the average of the results
from Goldstein et al. [1995] and Swanson et al. [2003]; heavier alkane and
aromatic emission ratios are from the results of de Gouw et al. [2005].
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relationship with the slope determined only by the OH rate
constants.
[13] Figure 2 presents the comparison suggested by
equation (4) for the two NMHC ratios formed from the
three least reactive alkanes. Data from the WP-3D and
DC-8 aircraft in the 2004 ICARTT study are compared to
those collected on the WP-3D in the 2002 ITCT 2K2 study.
In Figure 2 (as in all NMHC ratios discussed in this paper)
the less reactive NMHC is selected for the ratio denomina-
tor so that progressively more aged air parcels exhibit
progressively smaller ratios. Several points regarding
Figure 2 should be noted.
[14] First, lower ethane concentrations generally correlate
with lower ratios. This is important, since this is the
correlation expected if aging is indeed causing the observed
relationships. A certain degree of correlation is expected
between these ratios even without aging effects, since the
same NMHC is selected for the denominator of both ratios;
however if this were the primary cause of the relationship,
smaller ratios would correlate with higher ethane concen-
trations. The observed correlation supports the interpreta-
tion of NMHC ratios as measurements of aging.
[15] Second, there is excellent agreement between the
NMHC ratio relationships in the 2004 WP-3D and
DC-8 data sets; the derived slopes in Figure 2 are statisti-
cally equivalent. Different investigators measured the
NMHC concentrations with different experimental methods
and instrumentation from separate aircraft during very
different, independently planned flights over eastern North
America and the western North Atlantic. The more aged air
parcels and lower ethane level evident in the DC-8 data are
due to the generally more remote regions targeted by the
INTEX-A/ICARTT study. Clearly, the observed relationship
is characteristic of the entire study region, and is not
dependent upon the measurement techniques or the partic-
ular air masses studied.
[16] Third, there is good agreement of the relationships
from the two summertime 2004 data sets with that from the
springtime 2002 WP-3D data set collected over the western
United States and the eastern North Pacific (Figure 2). This
observed relationship also agrees well with a variety of
studies conducted throughout the Northern Hemisphere
through all seasons (see Table 2). The eleven reported
slopes average 1.63 with a standard deviation of 6%.
Evidently, the observed relationship is approximately con-
stant, at least over the Northern Hemisphere troposphere.
[17] Fourth, even though the observed relationships
agree well with each other, they are quite different from the
value expected from equation (4) where the kinetic data of
Figure 2. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
alkane concentration ratios for samples collected during
three aircraft field studies (dots), color coded according to
the log of the ethane concentration. The dashed lines show
orthogonal linear least squares fits to the respective data
sets, and the slopes with 95% confidence limits and
correlation coefficients of those fits are annotated. In each
panel the steeper straight solid line indicates aging of an
isolated air parcel beginning at the estimated Northern
Hemisphere average emission ratio (triangle); the other
straight line gives the one-to-one line that limits the effect of
mixing. The curved solid line indicates mixing of fresh
emissions into the troposphere treated as a well-stirred
reactor (circle). See text for more details regarding these
lines.
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Table 1 predict a slope of 2.61, a value 60% larger than
observed. Evidently both of these NMHC ratio ‘‘photochem-
ical clocks’’ do evolve with photochemical processing of an
air mass, but they do not quantitatively measure the same
photochemical age.
3.2. Interaction of Aging and Mixing Between
Air Parcels
[18] Mixing between air parcels has been identified as the
cause of the failure of the simple relationship between
NMHC concentrations given by equation (4) [e.g., McKeen
et al., 1990; Parrish et al., 1992; McKeen and Liu, 1993;
McKeen et al., 1996; McKenna, 1997]. The effects of
mixing on the measured NMHC concentration in an air
parcel can be treated formally by considering a continuous,
variable emission flux, [A]0(tE), into a final sampled air
parcel:
A½  ¼
ZtE¼tM
tE¼0
A½ 0 tEð ÞdtE: ð5Þ
[19] Here each differential emission, [A]0(tE)dtE, has its
own, well-defined emission time, tE. and represents the
concentration of the NMHC that was emitted at time tE
and remains in the air parcel when sampled at time tM. The
integral accounts for emissions from the distant past (tE = 0)
up to the measurement time; this integral must be evaluated
over many lifetimes of the least reactive NMHC of interest
so that [A] at t = 0 can be set to 0. Equation (1) can be
applied to give
A½ 0 tEð Þ ¼ A½ 
0
0 tEð Þ exp 
ZtM
t¼tE
kA OH½ dt
8<
:
9=
;; ð6Þ
where [A]0
0(tE)dtE represents the concentration emitted at
time tE that would remain in the air parcel if it were a
nonreactive, conserved tracer.
[20] The treatment outlined in equations (5) and (6) is
similar to that applied by others to the interaction of mixing
and decay in the atmosphere [e.g., Brost and Heimann,
1991; Kleinman et al., 2003] and in the oceans [e.g.,
Broecker and Peng, 1982]. These studies conceptualize an
air parcel ensemble model that treats any sampled air parcel
as a summation of many discrete parcels, each carrying
emissions released at a specific time. The treatment here
includes a temporal integration over differential emission
elements (equation (5)). Each emission element has a
discrete time of emission, and the integration covers the
time interval from the distant past (at least many lifetimes of
each NMHC of interest) up to the time of measurement.
Each emission element is assumed to include all emissions
in the entire spatial domain of interest that are mixed and
transported into the measured air parcel at the time of
sampling.
[21] In principle a hemisphere scale chemical transport
model is required for the solution of equations (5) and (6)
for any specific sampled air parcel. Our purpose here is to
investigate the interaction of aging and mixing on the ratios
of NMHC. For this, a model that decouples chemistry from
a sophisticated treatment of transport is suitable. Here we
use the FLEXPART model calculations to treat transport,
and assume constant OH concentrations throughout the
troposphere to treat the chemistry. Since we are interested
only in NMHC ratios and the chemistry of each NMHC is
taken to be first-order loss by reaction with OH, this
decoupling provides a useful description of the interaction
of aging and the mixing of air parcels of different histories
caused by the transport processes in the troposphere.
FLEXPART treats these transport processes in as sophisti-
cated a manner as the state of the science presently allows.
3.3. FLEXPART Age Spectra
[22] Here we will use FLEXPART CO emission age
spectra [Stohl et al., 2003] as an approximate tool to
evaluate the age spectra of NMHC. This approach provides
a powerful, albeit limited, technique for the evaluation of
equation (6). The CO age spectra were derived from
backward simulations, which trace back in time a sampled
volume of air and calculate a sensitivity function to emis-
sion input [Stohl et al., 2003]. Because of the combined
effects of resolved transport and turbulence, the originally
(i.e., at the time of sampling) well-defined volume of air
quickly becomes dispersed, both horizontally and vertically,
and, thus, emissions from large areas can influence a single
measurement. By folding (i.e., multiplying) the emission
sensitivity function with the CO emission fluxes from an
emission inventory, source contribution maps are derived.
Figure 3a illustrates one such source contribution map
integrated over 20 days of transport where many of the
major U.S. urban areas are identifiable. Since the emission
sensitivities are stored at daily intervals, source contribution
maps can also be calculated every day back in time from the
measurement location. Spatial integration of the daily emis-
sion contributions then gives the total CO concentration
emitted on the corresponding day that is transported and
Table 2. Literature Reports of ln(Butane/Ethane) Versus ln(Propane/Ethane) Linear Relationships
Location, Study Date Slope r2 Reference
N. and S. Atlantic, Polarstern 1987 1.66 ± 0.10 0.71 Rudolph and Johnen [1990]
N. Pacific and N. America 1985–1988 1.47 0.89 Parrish et al. [1992]
Boreal Canada, NOWES 1990–1992 1.44 0.92 Jobson et al. [1994b]
Arctic Canada, PSE 1992 1.68 ± 0.04 0.95 Jobson et al. [1994a]
N. Atlantic, ASTEX/MAGE 1992 1.6 0.72 Blake et al. [1996]
N. Pacific, PEM West-B 1994 1.78 ± 0.03 0.93 Parrish et al. [2004b]
Summit Greenland 1997–1998 1.58 0.83 Swanson et al. [2003]
N. Pacific, TRACE-P 2001 1.61 ± 0.01 0.89 this work
N. Pacific and N. America, ITCT 2K2 2002 1.79 ± 0.02 0.92 this work
N. America and N. Atlantic, ICARTT 2004 1.65 ± 0.02 0.83 this work
N. America and N. Atlantic, INTEX-A 2004 1.64 ± 0.02 0.86 this work
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mixed into the sampled air parcel. The concentrations from
each of the 20 days of calculation constitute the emission
age spectrum for the sampled air parcel. Figure 3b shows all
of the age spectra (presented as cumulative histograms)
calculated for one flight of the NOAA WP-3D aircraft. In
essence FLEXPART calculates the surface CO emissions
(treated as an inert species) that accumulated in a volume of
air as it was transported to the point where it was sampled.
[23] Figure 3b compares the measured CO concentration
(offset by 60 ppbv to approximately account for the
Figure 3. Example results for CO emissions calculated by the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle
dispersion model. (a) Map of emission sources for an air parcel intercepted by the WP-3D aircraft at the
location marked by the circled asterisk off the coast of Maine. The color coding indicates the emission
intensity in units of 1010 ppbv m2. The numbers on the map give the centroid position of the sampled
air mass at daily intervals. (b) Age spectra (colored vertical bars) presented as cumulative histograms for
segments of the 27 July WP-3D flight compared to the measured CO concentration (black line). The
CO concentration is offset by 60 ppbv to approximately account for the CO background not calculated
by FLEXPART. The grey line indicates the flight altitude profile. The color of each age spectrum segment
indicates the age of the emissions at the flight intercept time.
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hemispheric CO background that FLEXPART does not
treat) to the upper limit of the cumulative age spectra,
which represent the model calculated CO concentration.
Generally, the calculated CO levels are comparable to the
CO levels encountered in the flight, but transported plumes
of North American CO were encountered at locations
displaced, particularly in the vertical, from the model
calculated locations. Such displacements are common in
modeled transport, particularly over oceanic regions where
meteorological soundings are sparse.
[24] The FLEXPART model was utilized to calculate age
spectra for the ITCT 2K2 and the ICARTT studies. FLEX-
PART is a Lagrangian particle dispersion model that treats
time/space interpolations through coarse-resolution meteo-
rological fields and includes parameterized treatments of
convection and turbulent mixing processes [Stohl et al.,
2005]. The calculations included here utilized 1  1
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) data fields with 60 vertical levels and a temporal
resolution of 3 hours. These data were enhanced for the
ICARRT study by 0.36  0.36 data for a large domain
centered over North America and the North Atlantic. The
turbulence parameterization was used for both field studies,
but the convection parameterization was used only for the
ICARTT calculations.
[25] The ITCT 2K2 study in 2002 [Forster et al., 2004]
included the total global anthropogenic (Asia, Europe,
North America, South America, Africa, and Australia) CO
emissions from the EDGAR 1995 emission inventory (file
name: ant95co.1  1), which also included some biomass
burning emissions. The total emissions were 846 Tg/year.
The sampled air was followed back for 30 days before it
was removed from the calculation. For the ICARTT study in
2004, total global CO emissions were included from the
EDGAR 1995 emission inventory with some modifications.
Only the EDGAR source categories for non-biomass-
burning were included, and for the North America study
region an inventory valid for 1999 [Frost et al., 2006] was
substituted for the EDGAR emissions. The total emissions
were 544 Tg/year. The sampled air was followed back for
only 20 days before it was removed from the calculation.
For each study, the particles representing the emissions were
emitted semicontinuously (every 15 min).
[26] Figure 4 shows the average of all of the age spectra
calculated for each of several sampling platforms and surface
sites. (Each symbol represents the average and standard
deviation of the CO concentration of the indicated age in
the air parcels sampled by a given platform or site.) These
age spectra represent the air parcels either encountered on
segments spaced along the paths traveled by the mobile
platforms (see Figure 3b for example), or received at equally
spaced time intervals by the surface stations. The number of
spectra calculated range from 373 at some of the surface sites
to over 8200 for one of the aircraft platforms. Most of the
average spectra have maximum emission contributions on
the first day, which reflects the importance of fresh, concen-
trated emission plumes, even for the aircraft platforms.
However, the two more remote surface sites (Chebogue
Point in Nova Scotia, and PICO in the Azores) have
maximum emission contributions at later times (3rd and
7th day, respectively) indicating the most probable transport
times of continental emissions to these sites. The average age
spectra for Mace Head, located on the west coast of Europe,
and for the WP-3D ITCT 2K2, operated on the west coast of
North America, both show secondary maxima, which rep-
resent transport from the upwind continent. The times of
these secondary maxima, 9 and 13 days, represent the most
probable times for transatlantic and transpacific transport of
the continental emissions during the seasons of the respec-
tive studies. These times are consistent with the results of
Stohl et al. [2002].
[27] Interestingly, in Figure 4 the average spectra each
converge to a limit, with smaller variation about the average,
at the later days. This feature is particularly clearly defined
Figure 4. Average age spectra calculated by the
FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion model for the
indicated platforms and surface sites. (a) Comparison for
the WP-3D flights on the western coast (ITCT 2K2) and
eastern coast (ICARTT) of North America. The error bars
indicate standard deviations of histogram increments.
(b) Comparison for seven sites and platforms from the
ICARTT study. The dashed lines in the graphs show the
average age spectra extrapolated to times longer than those
included in the FLEXPART calculations. The two arrows
indicate the uniform mixing limits for the WP-3D
FLEXPART results discussed in the text.
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for the ITCT 2K2 calculation that extends to 30 days. The
convergence limits agree reasonably well with the uniform
mixing limits (indicated by the arrows in both panels of
Figure 4), which correspond to the total global anthropogenic
CO emissions per day dispersed throughout the troposphere
of the Northern Hemisphere. This approximation is appro-
priate since only a small fraction of the global anthropogenic
emissions are released in the Southern Hemisphere. The time
required for complete dispersion of emissions from their
predominately midlatitude source regions throughout the
Northern Hemisphere troposphere is likely longer than the
20 or 30 days covered by the FLEXPART calculation. Since
the measurements were predominately localized in the mid-
latitudes as well, the enhanced concentration of the emissions
in the measurement region approximately compensates for
the fraction of the emissions released in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. The different limits for the 2002 and the 2004 studies
result from the different emission inventories used in the
FLEXPART calculations for the two years.
[28] For each NMHC of interest in a given air parcel, the
integral of equation (5) is evaluated through summation of
the concentration increments contributed by each day of the
corresponding age spectrum. Each concentration increment
is derived from equation (6) through several simplifying
assumptions. [A]0(tE) for each NMHC is taken as propor-
tional to the CO emissions. The integral in equation (6) is
evaluated by assuming constant [OH], which is set equal
to a nominal value for the diurnally averaged, regional
hydroxyl radical concentration, and temperature-independent
rate constants. Table 1 summarizes the required NMHC
emission ratios and kinetic rate constants.
[29] The NMHC emissions are derived from the CO
emissions by multiplying by the ethane to CO molar emis-
sion ratio, estimated as 0.0114, and by the NMHC emis-
sions relative to ethane included in Table 1. The CO to
ethane molar emission ratio value is the average from
two recent inventories: the POET 2000 (http://www.aero.
jussieu.fr/projet/ACCENT/POET.php) ratio of 0.0092 and
the RETRO 2000 (http://www.retro.enes.org/emissions/)
ratio of 0.0135. These ratios, as well as the CO emission
inventory used in the ICARTT FLEXPART calculations,
exclude biomass burning emissions. This is appropriate
since the ambient data sets considered are dominated by
anthropogenic emissions of both CO and NMHC.
[30] The first-order decay of NMHC through reaction
with OH described in equation (6) is approximately evalu-
ated as appropriate for the season of the study and the likely
temperature field encountered by the respective NMHC
during aging. The diurnally averaged regional hydroxyl
radical concentrations are set equal to 1  106 cm3 for
the springtime ITCT 2K2 study and 2  106 cm3 for the
other, all summertime data sets. These values are in
approximate accord with model studies [e.g., Spivakovsky et
al., 2000]. The rate constants for the slower reacting alkanes
correspond to 273 K, a temperature representative of the
free troposphere since these NMHC live long enough to be
widely dispersed. The rate constants for the faster reacting
aromatics correspond to 298 K, a temperature representative
of the boundary layer where those NMHC are primarily
emitted and react before they can be widely dispersed. The
ratios of these rate constants, particularly for the aromatics,
are not strongly dependent upon temperature.
[31] The evaluation of equation (5) requires integration of
the NMHC accumulated in the air parcel from the distant
past (tE = 0) up to the time of measurement. The last 20 or
30 days before measurement are evaluated from the
corresponding FLEXPART age spectrum. These spectra
were archived with a 1-day temporal resolution. This
resolution is not adequate for the treatment of rapidly
reacting NMHC, so the results are dependent upon how
each day’s emissions are apportioned over the 24-hour
period. Here for each histogram we randomly select a
specific time within each histogram increment, and assume
that the day’s NMHC emissions were all released at that
time. This approach gives a full range of NMHC processing
times including nearly fresh emissions; the results are not
markedly different from those obtained by assigning each
day’s emissions to the center of the 24-hour period, except
that in our selected approach unprocessed emissions of the
rapidly reacting NMHC are represented. The effect of the
random emission time assignment within a 24-hour period
is inconsequential, since in either case the interrelationship
of the diurnal variation of [OH] with the emission and
sampling times in the integral of equation (6) is neglected.
[32] For longer-lived NMHC accurate evaluation of equa-
tion (5) requires integration to emission times earlier than
the 20 or 30-day periods covered by the FLEXPART age
spectra. This integration is accomplished by extrapolating
each age spectrum indefinitely back in time. In the selected
extrapolation the average emission increment of the last day
of the FLEXPART calculation is exponentially relaxed to
the corresponding uniform mixing limit. A 30 day relaxa-
tion time is selected, which conceptually corresponds to the
approximate time constant for dispersion of an emission
pulse throughout the Northern Hemisphere troposphere.
Once this extrapolation begins, all age spectra for a given
site or platform are identical. The arrows in both panels of
Figure 4 show these extrapolations of the age spectra for
two platforms.
[33] It should be noted that the approach outlined above
will limit the final results to a statistical comparison of the
NMHC ratios calculated from the FLEXPART age spectra
to those measured; it will not allow a one-to-one compar-
ison of the ratios measured in a particular NMHC sample to
those calculated from the corresponding age spectrum. Any
one-to-one comparison would be compromised by the
assumption of a constant [OH] in the FLEXPART based
model while the measurements reflect emissions that in
reality have been processed by [OH] that varies from
essentially zero at night to nearly an order of magnitude
larger than [OH] during peak photochemical activity.
3.4. Heuristic Models
[34] There are three simple heuristic models of the
interaction of aging and mixing that are useful to consider;
they define the black symbols and solid black lines included
in Figure 2. The triangle indicates fresh emissions according
to the emission ratios of Table 2. The first heuristic model
ignores mixing effects and uses equation (4) to calculate the
evolution of those initial NMHC ratios; that result is
indicated by the steeper solid line whose slope is indicated
in Figure 2. The second model ignores aging and assumes
that the fresh emissions simply mix into background air that
is so well aged that only the least reactive NMHC remains at
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significant concentrations. That mixing causes the fresh
emission ratios to decrease with a slope of unity, and is
indicated by the less steep solid line. The third model
assumes that the troposphere behaves like a well-stirred
reactor; that is, mixing of fresh emissions into the back-
ground air is complete before reaction proceeds to a
significant extent, and that the first-order removal of the
NMHC takes place in a uniform, well-mixed troposphere.
The NMHC ratios in that uniform mixture are defined by
A½ 
B½  ¼
EAkB
EBkA
; ð7Þ
which is given by the circle in Figure 2; EA is the molar
emission ratio of NMHC A to ethane given in Table 1. The
curved solid line that connects the triangle and the circle is
the mixing curve defined by fresh emissions dispersing into
the well-stirred equilibrium mixture.
[35] The ratios derived from the ambient measurements in
Figure 2 are generally confined between the two solid
straight lines. The data outside this segment of the graph
appear to be dominated by fresh emissions with emission
ratios systematically different from those assumed (Table 1),
and with significant variability. It must be remembered that
the assumed emission ratios are derived from studies
reported in the literature; evidently the emissions that
dominate the 2004 study region (northeastern North
America) are not well characterized by global average
emission ratios. The linear–least squares fit to the ambient
data for the two 2004 data sets fall below the fresh emission
point, and are in excellent agreement with each other, which
indicates that the fresh northeast U.S. emissions sampled in
this study are enriched in propane relative to n-butane when
compared to the global average. The fresh emissions in the
region of the 2002 study are more closely in agreement with
the global averages. Indeed, it is the disagreement in the
fresh emission ratios that largely account for the difference
in slope between the east and west U.S. coast studies; the
data points at the more aged end of the distributions
generally overlap quite well in all three studies of
Figure 2.
[36] The enrichment of propane in the fresh emissions of
the 2004 study region is supported by the shipboard
measurements made both in NEAQS 2002 [de Gouw et
al., 2005] and 2004 (C. Warneke et al., Measurements of
urban VOC emissions ratios and comparison with invento-
ries, manuscript in preparation, 2007) in the ICARTT study
region. Those two studies found average propane to
n-butane emission ratios of 3.8 and 4.5, respectively, which
are a factor of 2 to 3 larger than the emission ratio of 1.8
from Table 1. Plots analogous to Figure 2 for these two
studies exhibit quite shallow slopes (0.97 and 1.08, respec-
tively), which result from the contrast of the propane-
enhanced fresh emissions with aged air parcels transported
from regions with more typical emission ratios.
[37] In Figure 2 very few of the ambient data lie above
the result from the well-stirred reactor model. This is
perhaps not surprising, since it is quite extreme to envision
that mixing and dispersion throughout the troposphere
proceed much faster than NMHC removal by reaction with
OH. However, the age spectrum associated with this well-
stirred reactor assumption is simply a uniform histogram
with all days having a contribution equal to the uniform
mixing limit illustrated in Figure 4. It is possible to imagine
a bimodal age spectrum that would give a result that falls
above the well-stirred reactor limit. Indeed, the age spec-
trum that corresponds to fresh emissions mixing into very
well aged air (the upper straight line with a slope of unity in
Figure 2) is a sharp peak at very short times, and a peak at
times old enough that the more reactive NMHC are reduced
to insignificant levels. Age spectra with varying relative
sizes of these peaks would trace out that upper straight line.
4. Results
4.1. Light Alkane Ratios
[38] Figure 5 shows the modeled results for the relation-
ship between the two NMHC ratios formed from the three
least reactive alkanes. Each point is derived from one of the
FLEXPART age spectra as outlined in section 3.3. The
FLEXPART relationships for the three data sets in Figure 5
give a good representation of the measurements in Figure 2.
Figures 2 and 5 are in the same format to allow direct
comparisons between the measurements and model results.
The model slopes agree well with those measured in all
cases (4 to 8% high), and all modeled slopes are well below
the kinetic limit. The measurements and model agree that
the WP-3D, on average, observed more aged NMHCs
coming ashore on the U.S. west coast from the Pacific
Ocean during 2002, than leaving the east coast during 2004.
Evidently the dispersion and mixing treatment included in
the FLEXPART analysis is adequate to describe the primary
mixing effects apparent in the relationships of the measured
NMHC ratios.
[39] The ranges of the NMHC ratios are similar in the
model and the measurements for each of the three studies;
however, these ranges are partially dependent upon the
lower limits of the NMHC concentrations included in the
measurements and in the model results. The two WP-3D
measurement sets had no measurements with any of the
three NMHC below the detection limit (1 pptv), although
that limit was approached or reached in both studies. The
FLEXPART calculations predict, however, that about 4%
(Table 3) of the n-butane measurements would have been
below the detection limit for both WP-3D studies. The
results for these air parcels have been removed from the
plots in Figure 5. This difference between the measured and
modeled NMHC distributions may reflect the sampling
strategy on the WP-3D aircraft, where the samples were
predominately collected in emission plumes. In contrast, the
DC-8 data set reported 11% of the n-butane measurements
below the detection limit (3 pptv), while FLEXPART results
predict that 47% of the measurements would be below that
limit. This difference may indicate that FLEXPART under-
estimates the quantities of NMHC emissions dispersed into
the more remote air masses targeted by the DC-8; a possible
reason for such an underestimate is the large impact of
convection, which was particularly important during the
2004 ICARTT study. The difference in percentage of points
below the detection limit could also result from a smaller
average OH concentration experienced by the air parcels
sampled by the DC-8 compared to the WP-3D samples.
[40] The FLEXPART age spectra treatment in section 3.3
was intended only to model NMHC ratios, but the applica-
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tion of that treatment requires the calculation of absolute
NMHC concentrations from which the ratios are calculated.
These absolute concentrations are not necessarily expected
to accurately represent the real atmosphere. Nevertheless the
calculated ethane levels are not unreasonable as indicated
by the color scales in Figure 2. Note however, that the color
scales are approximately a factor of 2 different; this change
was made in Figure 5 to improve the agreement of colors
with Figure 2. Adjustment of the assumed total CO emis-
sions, assumed ethane to CO emission ratio, and/or the
assumed OH concentration would improve the agreement
between measurements and model without strongly affect-
ing the derived slopes, but such tuning is not expected to
lead to useful conclusions. It should be noted that the
derived slopes in Figure 5 are not strong functions of the
assumed OH concentration, although the absolute concen-
trations are quite sensitive.
[41] It is interesting to note in Figure 5 that for two air
parcels with the same value for one of the NMHC ratios, the
parcel with the higher ethane concentration generally falls
closer to the steeper kinetic line. The measurements in
Figure 2 show this same behavior, although certainly less
clearly. The likely explanation for this feature is as follows.
In an aged air parcel with high ethane concentration, the
NMHC generally have been dominated by a single large
injection of emissions; mixing effects are then much smaller
and more nearly kinetic behavior is exhibited. In a similarly
aged parcel with low ethane concentrations, multiple small
injections of NMHC emissions have been mixed to yield the
average age and the low ethane concentrations.
4.2. Interpretation of Photochemical Age
[42] If a given air parcel contains species emitted at
different times, then the concept of the age of that air
parcel, or more explicitly the age of the emissions in that
air parcel, is not well defined. From any particular measured
hydrocarbon ratio, a photochemical age can be calculated
from equation (3), but each hydrocarbon ratio is likely to
give a different value for the photochemical age, so the
interpretation of photochemical age as discussed in
section 3.1 is also not well defined. However, it is possible
to define the average age of each particular hydrocarbon in
any air parcel, which then is well defined; it is the
concentration-weighted average age of the hydrocarbon
emissions that have accumulated in that air parcel through
all emission and mixing processes. It is given by
hagei ¼
ZtE¼tM
tE¼0
tM  tEð Þ A½  tEð ÞdtE
,
A½ ; ð8Þ
and can be calculated from a FLEXPART age spectrum
much as the hydrocarbon ratios were calculated in
section 3.3. Figure 6 compares hagei (equation (8)) for five
alkanes to the photochemical age (equation (3)) based
on the n-butane/ethane ratio. These calculations have been
Figure 5. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
alkane concentration ratios calculated from FLEXPART age
spectra for three aircraft field studies (dots) in the same
format as Figure 2. The dashed lines show orthogonal linear
least squares fits to the respective studies, and the slopes
with 95% confidence limits and correlation coefficients of
those fits are annotated. The solid lines and symbols give
limiting behavior discussed in the text.
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done for the FLEXPART age spectra from the WP-3D 2002
study, and the photochemical age in units of days is
obtained by dividing the left side of equation (3) by h[OH]i
set equal to 1  106 cm3.
[43] Figure 6 shows that, although the average age of
each alkane correlates reasonably well with the photochem-
ical age, there is a large difference in the average ages of the
five alkanes at a given photochemical age, and that there is
no alkane with an average age equal to the photochemical
age at all times. This difference is as expected since longer-
lived alkanes have older average ages in mixtures of alkanes
emitted over a period of time. In Figure 6, it is clear that the
average age of the alkane (propane) that has a rate constant
between the rate constants of the alkanes (ethane and
n-butane) on which the photochemical clock is based is
most accurately represented by the photochemical age;
Parrish et al. [1992] and de Gouw et al. [2005] reached
similar conclusions. As the rate constant of the alkane
increases further above the rate constants of those in the
photochemical clock ratio, the correlation between the
average age and the photochemical age worsens. In sum-
mary, the average age of a NMHC can be approximated
well by the photochemical age based upon a properly
chosen HC ratio, and there is a correlation between the
photochemical age and the average age of any NMHC, but
that correlation worsens as the rate constants become more
disparate. The approximations and correlations will be
better in air parcels where the concentrations of the species
of interest were all injected in a narrow period of time in the
past; that is, the age spectra are sharply peaked.
4.3. C3–C5 Alkane Ratios
[44] Ratios of faster reacting NMHC are better suited to
follow transport and mixing processes that occur on time-
scales shorter than tens of days as is the case (Figure 6) for
the ratios from the C2–C4 alkanes. In this section we
examine the evolution of the ratios of a C4 and a C5 alkane
to propane. Propane rather than ethane is selected for the
denominator, since alkanes of similar masses generally are
emitted by similar sources, which reduces the scatter result-
ing from variation in the NMHC emission ratios. The
C5 alkane selected is i-pentane rather than the normal
isomer because it is generally more abundant in anthropo-
genic emissions.
[45] Figure 7 shows the correlation between two NMHC
ratios for the same field studies and in the same format as
Figure 2 for the lighter NMHC ratios. The features of
Figure 7 are qualitatively similar to Figure 2, but there are
Figure 6. Correlations between the average ages of five
alkanes and the photochemical age from the n-butane/
ethane ratio. The light-colored dots are derived from the
FLEXPART age spectra for the 2002 WP-3D flights. The
darker-colored lines indicate standard linear least squares
fits to the respective hydrocarbon ages, with the slopes and
correlation coefficients of those fits annotated. The n-butane
results are included in both figures.
Table 3. Percent of NMHC Ratios With Either NMHC Below the Instrumental Detection Limita
Platform n-Butane/Ethane i-Pentane/Propane o-Xylene/Benzene Trimetylbenzene/Toluene
WP-3D 2004 expc 0 3.3 40 52
WP-3D 2004 FLEXd 4.5 6.1 42 70
DC-8 2004 expc 11 38 92 98
DC-8 2004 FLEXd 4.6 53 90 96
WP-3D 2002 expc 0 2.7 . . . . . .
WP-3D 2002 FLEXd 3.5 27 76 83
RHBb 2002 expc 0.5 4.7 15 16
RHBb 2002 FLEXd . . . . . . . . . . . .
aThe detection limit is taken as 1 pptv for the WP-3D and RHB data sets and 3 pptv for the DC-8 data set (see section 2 for
more discussion).
bRHB represents Ronald H. Brown Research Vessel.
cexp represents measured data set.
dFLEX represents the results from the age spectra calculations.
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important quantitative differences. Similar to Figure 2,
lower propane concentrations generally correlate with
smaller ratios, again indicating that aging is indeed causing
the observed relationships.
[46] One important difference is that the data in Figure 7
more closely follow the relationship expected from aging in
the absence of mixing (i.e., the steeper solid line.) Indeed,
the data scatter about that line and the slopes of the
relationships from the two WP-3D data sets agree with
the slope expected from the kinetic rate constants of Table 1
to within ±9%.
[47] Another important contrast between Figure 2 and
Figure 7 is that the latter shows greater differences between
platforms than between field studies, and the correlations
are poorer for all three data sets. In Figure 7 the DC-8 2004
data set gives a significantly steeper slope (3.3) than the
WP-3D data sets (average of 2.4) or the kinetically expected
slope (2.34), and many of the data lie below the steeper
solid line. The DC-8 behavior is not consistent with aging
and mixing of emissions, at least if emitted with a common
emission ratio. This may well indicate experimental prob-
lems in determining the very low i-pentane concentrations
encountered in the DC-8 2004 flights. During three inter-
comparison flights in 2004, the DC-8 reported i-pentane
concentrations about a factor of two lower than the WP-3D
at levels below about 20 pptv. In Figure 2 the r2 values lie
between 0.83 and 0.92. In Figure 7 the WP-3D r2 values are
both lower at about 0.66,and the DC-8 value is even lower
at 0.39, which again emphasizes the experimental difficul-
ties encountered in quantifying NMHC concentrations at
low pptv levels.
[48] The FLEXPART results (Figure 8) predict slopes
(2.04 to 2.16) that are in near agreement with kinetic
behavior (slope of 2.34) in reasonable accord with the
experimental data of Figure 7. It should be noted that the
linear least squares fits to the FLEXPART results, as well as
to the experimental data, are weighted by the measurement
precision expected for either the calculated or the measured
NMHC concentrations. As a consequence, in the FLEX-
PART results, the lower concentrations scatter toward the
mixing line, and away from both the least squares fit and
kinetic line. This behavior is not so apparent in the exper-
imental data except for the WP-3D 2002 data set.
[49] As was found for the light alkanes, the ranges of the
NMHC ratios are similar in the model and the measure-
ments for each of the three studies. The two WP-3D
measurement sets had about 3% of the measurements with
a NMHC below the detection limit (Table 3). The FLEX-
PART calculations predict that a 2 to 10 times larger fraction
of the i-pentane measurements would be below the detec-
tion limit for the WP-3D studies. The factor of 10 difference
in the WP-3D 2002 data set may reflect underestimates in
the emissions of NMHC from Asia, in accord with the
underestimates found for CO [Forster et al., 2004]. In
contrast, the DC-8 data set with 38% of the i-pentane
measurements below the detection limit agrees much better
with the FLEXPART results that predict that 53% of the
measurements below that limit.
4.4. Aromatic Ratios
[50] The aromatics provide particularly promising NMHC
ratios for following photochemical processing on timescales
Figure 7. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
alkane concentration ratios for samples collected during
three aircraft field studies (dots), color coded according to
the log of the propane concentration. The format is the same
as in Figure 2. The solid lines and symbols give limiting
behavior discussed in the text.
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of hours to days [e.g., de Gouw et al., 2005]. Figures 9–12
present the correlations between two different pairs of
NMHC ratios derived from 4 aromatics that span a wide
range of lifetimes (Figure 1). Figures 9 and 11 include the
experimental correlation from the 2002 Ronald H. Brown
shipboard measurements of the NEAQS study with the
correlations from the two 2004 aircraft data sets from
previous figures. (The 2002 WP-3D study did not measure
the more reactive aromatic, and the 2004 Ronald H. Brown
measurements include some anomalous results that deviate
from the other data sets.) Figures 10 and 12 present the
corresponding results from the FLEXPART based calcula-
tions. (FLEXPART calculations were not performed for the
NEAQS 2002 study.)
[51] Figure 9 and 10 indicate a striking contrast between
the measurement and model behavior for ratios with ben-
zene in the denominator. Three different laboratories using
different experimental techniques from three different plat-
forms made the measurements in Figure 9, yet they agree
reasonably well. The slopes (1.11 to 1.32) are close to unity
and much smaller than the slope expected from pure
kinetics (2.81). A slope near unity is expected only if the
evolution of the NMHC ratios is dominated by the mixing
of fresh emissions into a ubiquitous background that con-
tains significant concentrations of only the NMHC in the
denominator, in this case benzene. The FLEXPART calcu-
lations in Figure 10 predict much more nearly kinetic
behavior with slopes near 2.3. If mixing with a ubiquitous
background is approximated by adding 100 pptv benzene to
the FLEXPART calculated benzene levels for the WP-3D
2004 data set, then a slope of 1.43 is predicted, which is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental pattern. How-
ever, this background is inconsistent with the measured
benzene concentrations, which are frequently well below
100 pptv, as indicated by the color coding in Figure 9. It is
unlikely that experimental problems can explain the behav-
ior, since that behavior is common to the three different data
sets. Further, the aromatic NMHC data from the WP-3D
2004 data set have been found [de Gouw et al., 2006] to
agree well with simultaneous measurements by an onboard
proton-transfer reaction mass spectrometer system that
made measurements in real time. No satisfactory explana-
tion for the contrast between Figures 9 and 10 has been
developed. What is clear, however, is that the behavior
exhibited in Figure 9 is not consistent with photochemical
processing by OH radicals (according to the rate constants
of Table 1) of fresh emissions (characterized by the emis-
sion ratios of Table 1) and mixing as derived from the
FLEXPART calculations.
[52] Figures 11 and 12 present the experimental and
FLEXPART based model results for two aromatic ratios with
toluene in the denominator. Figures 11 and 12 do not provide
such a striking contrast. The experimental measurements
give slopes significantly steeper than unity (1.8 to 2.5), but
not as steep as the slopes predicted from the FLEXPART
calculations (about 3.2). However, there is significant scatter
in the relationships in the measurements that seems to be
characteristic of the particular data set, although the r2 values
of the measured correlations (0.57 to 0.64) are not markedly
worse than those modeled (0.84 to 0.87).
[53] The behavior of the aromatic ratios discussed with
respect to Figures 9–12 is similar to the analysis of
Figure 8. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
alkane concentration ratios calculated from FLEXPART age
spectra for three aircraft field studies (dots) in the same
format as Figure 7.
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de Gouw et al. [2005], which is based upon the Ronald H.
Brown 2002 data set also considered here. Their Figure 3
shows that the ratios of various aromatics to benzene evolve
at approximately the same rates, corresponding to the slope
near unity in Figure 9 here. Further, their Figure 3 also
shows that the ratios of the more reactive aromatics to
toluene evolve more nearly as expected from the kinetic rate
constants, corresponding to the slope greater than unity in
Figure 11 here. de Gouw et al. [2005] suggest that the
failure of the aromatic ratios to give accurate photochemical
ages may be due to the mixing between more and less aged
air masses. However, the treatment of mixing presented here
indicates that additional, unknown factors are also influenc-
ing these ratios.
[54] The comparison between the measurements and the
model is limited for the aromatics because of the experi-
mental difficulties of determining the concentrations of the
more reactive aromatics in aged air masses. For example in
the DC-8 aircraft data set over 90% of the samples had one
or more of the aromatics below the 3 pptv detection limit.
Figure 9. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
aromatic concentration ratios for samples collected during
three aircraft field studies (dots), color coded according to
the log of the benzene concentration. The format is the same
as in Figure 2. The solid lines and symbols give limiting
behavior discussed in the text.
Figure 10. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
aromatic concentration ratios calculated from FLEXPART
age spectra for two aircraft field studies (dots) in the same
format as Figure 9.
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The percent of data below the detection limit is well
predicted by the FLEXPART calculations for both aircraft
data sets (Table 3).
[55] In summary, the aromatic ratio comparisons between
the measurements and the model suggest that the ratios
provide robust qualitative indicators of photochemical pro-
cessing. However, given the lack of understanding of some
differences between the measurements and the model and
the difficulty of measuring aromatics at low concentrations,
care should be taken in the quantitative interpretation of
aromatic NMHC ratios as indicators of photochemical
processing.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
[56] The relationships between measured NMHC ratios in
the troposphere have proven difficult to fully understand.
Figure 11. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
aromatic concentration ratios for samples collected during
three field studies (dots), color coded according to the log of
the toluene concentration. The format is the same as in
Figure 2. The solid lines and symbols give limiting behavior
discussed in the text.
Figure 12. Correlation of the natural logarithms of two
aromatic concentration ratios calculated from FLEXPART
age spectra for two aircraft field studies (dots) in the same
format as Figure 11.
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They deviate from the behavior expected from pseudo-first-
order attack by OH on each NMHC in an isolated air parcel.
These deviations have been attributed to the effects of
mixing of NMHC emitted at different times into any
sampled air parcel. In the work reported here we develop
a model for investigating the simultaneous effects of pho-
tochemical processing and mixing by combining a sophis-
ticated transport treatment with an ultrasimple chemical
treatment. The model gives NMHC relationships that can
be directly compared, at least in a statistical manner, with
the measured relationships.
[57] The Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEX-
PART [Stohl et al., 2005] is a state of the art model for
representing atmospheric mixing and transport. To approx-
imately treat the photochemical processing, a uniform,
constant OH concentration is assumed throughout the
troposphere, and rate constants for OH attack on the
measured NMHC are taken from the literature. FLEXPART
follows anthropogenic CO emissions, treated as an inert
tracer, as they are transported and mixed within the atmo-
sphere. We have used these results to represent NMHC by
assuming each NMHC is emitted proportional to CO with
proportionality constants taken from other studies.
[58] Since the treatment of the photochemistry in our
model is very simplified (assumed uniform constant OH
concentration), it is not possible to make a one-to-one
comparison of the ratios measured in a particular NMHC
sample to those calculated from the corresponding age
spectrum. Rather we present statistical comparisons of the
relationships between NMHC concentration ratios deter-
mined from measurements and derived from the model.
The validity of these comparisons rests on the implicit
assumption that the FLEXPART age spectra convoluted
with a constant OH concentration provide an adequate
representation of the true age spectra of the sampled air
parcels convoluted with the true time-dependent OH con-
centrations to which the NMHC mixtures in the sampled air
parcels have been exposed. This assumption is at least
plausible. The FLEXPART calculations indicate that emis-
sions from a wide range of sources emitted over a wide
range of time are mixed into each sampled air parcel. These
spatial and temporal ranges will tend to average out specific
features associated with local phenomena, especially since
we deal primarily with NMHC ratios rather than absolute
concentrations. However, until a coupled chemical-
Lagrangian particle dispersion model is developed, it will
not be possible to rigorously test this assumption.
[59] Overall, the model calculations give good represen-
tations of the alkane ratio relationships, but a poorer
representation of the aromatic ratio relationships. The mea-
sured concentrations of the longest-lived alkanes (Figure 2)
give ratios that show strong deviations from purely kinetic
behavior, and the model (Figure 5) nicely reproduces the
observed behavior. The measurements and the model agree
that the ratios formed from the C3–C5 alkanes (Figures 7
and 8) more closely follow purely kinetic behavior. In
contrast, the measured aromatic ratio relationships with
benzene in the denominator (Figure 9) are not well repro-
duced by the model (Figure 10) and the reasons for this are
not understood. It is clear that the behavior exhibited in
Figure 9 is not consistent with photochemical processing by
OH radicals (according to the rate constants of Table 1) of
freshly emitted aromatics (characterized by the emission
ratios of Table 1) and dispersion and mixing as derived from
the FLEXPART calculations. Reactions with chlorine atoms
or NO3 radicals also cannot explain this behavior. Better
measurement-model agreement is seen for the aromatic
ratios with toluene in the denominator, but the detection
limits of the measurements become a more important
limiting factor for these species.
[60] It is clear that the photochemical age as defined in
equation (3) cannot be directly used as a quantitative
measure for photochemical processing in a sampled air
parcel. Nevertheless, NMHC ratios do give good qualitative
to semiquantitative measures for the degree of that photo-
chemical processing. They certainly do ‘‘tick forward’’ as
photochemical processing proceeds. However, we point out
that the photochemical age of an air parcel cannot be well
defined if that parcel contains species of differing reactivity
emitted at different times. A quantity that is well defined is
the average age, given by equation (8), of any particular
NMHC in a measured air parcel. Generally the average ages
of NMHC in an air parcel can differ widely as indicated in
Figure 6, and none is necessarily equal to the photochemical
age calculated from an NMHC ratio through equation (3).
However, it is generally possible to select an NMHC ratio
that yields a photochemical age in reasonable accord (at
least within 50%) with the average age of a given NMHC.
[61] The treatment presented here differs in one important
respect from earlier efforts to give a semiquantitative
treatment of the interaction of mixing and aging. McKeen
and Liu [1993] and McKeen et al. [1996] approximately
reproduced the alkane ratio relationship of Figure 2 by
mesoscale model calculations that simultaneously treated
the photochemical processing of the NMHC and their
dilution by background air. This approach required the
definition of ‘‘background’’ concentrations of the NMHC
of interest. In effect, they used a ‘‘two-point’’ approach: one
assumed point is the ‘‘background’’ concentration ratios,
and the other is the emission ratios of the NMHC. The
model then reproduced the NMHC ratio relationships
between these two points. In contrast, the treatment presented
in this work is a ‘‘one-point’’ approach: only the emission
ratios are assumed. Themodel reproduces the evolution of the
NMHC ratio relationship from that one point to the most aged
air parcels encountered; the concept of ‘‘background’’ con-
centrations never arises. Indeed, ‘‘background’’ concentra-
tion is a poorly defined concept. In the approach taken here,
there is no lower limit to a NMHC concentration. Even in the
‘‘two-point’’ approach the ‘‘background’’ definition was
problematic, as an air parcel initially at the defined NMHC
background concentrations, evolved to lower concentrations
during the model calculation when it was sufficiently isolated
from the addition of fresher emissions.
[62] Utilization of NMHC ratios to yield a measure of
photochemical processing is a useful analytic tool; however,
the relationships of NMHC ratios may well be more useful
as tests of the treatment of the interaction of mixing and
chemical processing in chemical transport models. Repro-
duction of the relationships investigated in this paper are
likely to provide severe tests of more sophisticated models
than that used in this work. A start in this direction has been
made by Wang and Zeng [2004] who used the observed and
modeled relationship between propane and the ethane/
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propane ratio as a diagnostic of the treatment of transport in
their GEOS-CHEM model.
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